# REGULATIONS FOR ACADEMIC DRESS

**DUniv**
- **Gown:** Full Dress: Scarlet wool panama trimmed with dark blue silk down front, around back yoke and on sleeves.
- **Undress:** Same as MA.
- **Hood:** Scarlet wool panama lined with dark blue silk edged with gold ribbon.
- **Hat:** Black velvet bonnet with old gold cord and tassel.

**DLit**
- **Gown:** Full Dress: Same as DUniv.
- **Undress:** Same as MA.
- **Hood:** Same as DUniv but edged with pink ribbon.
- **Hat:** Same as DUniv.

**LLD**
- **Gown:** Full Dress: Same as DUniv.
- **Undress:** Same as MA.
- **Hood:** Same as DUniv but edged with red ribbon.
- **Hat:** Same as DUniv.

**DSc**
- **Gown:** Full Dress: Same as DUniv.
- **Undress:** Same as MA.
- **Hood:** Same as DUniv but edged with maroon ribbon.
- **Hat:** Same as DUniv.

**DPhil**
- **Gown:** Full Dress: Maroon wool panama faced with 4” dark blue silk on fronts and around back yoke. Sleeves trimmed with 4” matching silk.
- **Undress:** Same as MA.
- **Hood:** Maroon wool panama lined with dark blue silk.
- **Hat:** Black cloth bonnet with dark blue cord tassel.

**MD (Taught)**
- **Gown:** Dark Blue panama faced with 4” dark red silk on fronts and around back yoke. Sleeves trimmed with 4” matching silk.
- **Undress:** Same as MA.
- **Hood:** Dark blue panama lined with dark red silk.
- **Hat:** Black cloth bonnet with dark blue cord tassel.

**MD (Research)**
- **Gown:** Same as MD (Taught)
- **Undress:** Same as MA
- **Hood:** Dark blue panama lined with dark red silk, faced inside cowl edge with 1½” cream ribbon.
- **Hat:** Same as MD Taught

**MPhil**
- **Gown:** Same as MA
- **Hood:** Full shape blue silk lined with blue silk trimmed with 2” white ribbon.

**MA**
Regulations for Academic Dress

Gown: Black cord with long sleeves. Bottom of sleeves shaped half moon.
Hood: Full shape blue silk lined with white silk trimmed with 2" pink ribbon.

MBA
Gown: Same as MA
Hood: Full shape blue silk lined with blue silk trimmed with 2" light blue ribbon.

MSc  (For programmes in Business-related subjects)
Gown: Same as MA
Hood: Same as MA but trimmed with 2" lemon ribbon.

(For programmes in Computing and Information Systems and Psychology)
Gown: Same as MA.
Hood: Same as MA but trimmed with 2" maroon ribbon.

LLM
Gown: Same as MA.
Hood: Same as MA but trimmed with 2" red ribbon.

PG Dip
Gown: Same as BA.
Hood: Full shape blue silk lined with white silk, reverse neck band showing white.

PG Dip MD
Gown: Same as BA.
Hood: Same as BA but edged with 1" cream ribbon.

PGCE  (Post Graduate Certificate of Education)
Gown: Black stuff, sleeves gathered with black cord and button.
Hood: Simple style of blue stuff lined with white silk

PG Cert
Gown: Black stuff, sleeves gathered with black cord and button
Hood: Simple style of blue stuff lined with white silk

BA
Gown: Black stuff, sleeves gathered with black cord and button.
Hood: Simple style of blue stuff lined with white silk edged with 1" pink ribbon.

BSc
Gown: Same as BA.
Hood: Same as BA but edged with 1" maroon ribbon.
BSc (Econ)

Gown: Same as BA.
Hood: Same as BA but edged with 1” lemon ribbon.

LLB

Gown: Same as BA.
Hood: Same as BA but edged with 1” red ribbon.

Master’s and Bachelor’s hats: Black mortar board.

The coat of arms of the University is described as follows:

Azure a Pall reversed between in chief two Bucks Heads caboshed Gold and in base three Bars Wavy Argent.